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Preface 

S-BPM ONE 2019 was the 11th conference of the established S-BPM ONE series on innovative 

approaches to process management. This conference had an emphasis on connecting data science 

with business-, technical and subject-oriented process science. Of particular interest have been 

challenges, solutions and trade-offs regarding business process management with special focus on 

subject-orientation and data semantics.  

For the first time the conference has been collocated and co-organized with BIS 2019 (the 22nd 

International Conference on Business Information Systems). Participants will benefit from an 

intensive exchange on a variety of relevant and modern information systems topics.  

For the second time, in addition to the regular research presentation track, S-BPM ONE 2019 had also 

hosted workshops that allow community-driven discussions of emerging fields of research as well as 

practice-oriented challenges. 

 

S-BPM ONE 2019 provided a viable forum of continuous dialogue between academia and practice for 

handling challenges from various societal systems through innovative process concepts and 

management techniques. It attracted leading-edge work aimed to create adaptable settings reflecting the 

dynamic development of (networked) organizations. The conference promoted interdisciplinary 

approaches from computer science and information systems, as well as business, management and 

organization sciences, addressing the following topics of interest: 
 

 Process mining 

 Robotic Process Automation (RPA) 

 Privacy issues 

 Artificial intelligence and business intelligence 

 Digital knowledge management tools 

 Integration technologies 

 Process-orientation in organizational theory and business practice 

 Stakeholders as digital organization designers 

 Governance in digital/virtual organizations 

 Managing digital infrastructures of organizations 

 Organizational Resilience 

 Servitization through subjects/processes 

 Softwarization of communication networks through BPM/S-BPM 

 Disappearing Internet of Things 

 Theory building for digital organizations 

 Formal semantics and methods for digitization of organizations 

 Standardization of Subject-Orientation/BPM concepts and technologies 

 Repositioning Agent-based Systems for Value-based BPM 

 Digital architecting-based BPM and Subject-Oriented modelling 

 Organizational Learning Support 

 Subject-oriented collaborative knowledge elicitation 

 Negotiation support along digitization processes 

 Transhumanism and S-BPM/BPM 

 Modeling Concepts for Dynamic and Complex Processes 
 

All 6 contributions underwent peer review of at least three members of the international program 

committee. The authors of the contributions could share and discuss the results of recent research, 
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application and experience studies, and work in progress. Ideas for future work could be elaborated by 

their proponents according to the possibility for cross-disciplinary discourse. 

 

 

Organizing a successful conference needs many people contributing in a lot of different ways. Special 

thanks are going to: 

 The keynote speakers for their inspiring lectures  

 The authors of the contributions for presenting their work 

 The members of the international program committee for carefully reviewing papers and giving 

constructive comments 

 The session chairs for moderating the presentations and interactions between participants 

 The co-organization team from Universidad de Sevilla and BIS 2019 

 

We also thank the Universidad de Sevilla for hosting and sponsoring S-BPM ONE 2019 and BIS 2019. 

Additionally, we would like to especially thank Allgeier IT for their sponsoring. The generous 

sponsorship from academia and industry indicates the need for cross-sectoral discourse and the wide 

recognition of the event. Our special thanks go to the Institute of Innovative Process Management 

(I2PM, www.i2pm.net), the umbrella institution of the S-BPM ONE conference series.  

 

 

May 2019       Matthias Lederer 
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FORWORD 

This document describes our path and the economics of the 

interdisciplinary Interoperability Network, a so called 

‘Internet of Actors’. We, the authors, have our background 

in business mathematics and business informatics. In order 

to grasp the manifold tasks and to develop the methodical 

and technological concept of the Interoperability Network, 

it was important for us to expand our circle of consultants 

in order to capture and take all requirements and 

development trends into account. Our closest consultants 

are therefore recruited from the following areas of 

expertise: 

• Computer Science, Communication Technology, 

Production Automation 

• Knowledge Management, Business Administration 

with Organizational Science and Business Process 

Management 

• Economics and Socioeconomics 

In preparing this document, we have not only felt the 

language barrier between the classical languages, but 

above all between the different subject areas. There are 

numerous cases in which, depending on the discipline, 

sometimes even within a discipline, the same subject 

matter has different names. These differences have 

repeatedly led to long discussions and an intensive search 

for the "right" word. We hope that we have always found 

it in this document. 

1 Initial Situation 

Intra- and inter-company workflows are changing from 

classic, predefined, inflexible business processes to global, 

agile value networks. Man, machine and software modules 

work and communicate integrated and coordinated on 

application level to achieve their objectives together 

(interoperability). This requires a new dimension of 

agility, speed of change, participation and autonomy in 

business IT.  

The so-called platform economy, based on geographical, 

sector-specific and/or proprietary approaches, leads either 

to the formation of monopolies (B2C such as Google, 

Amazon, Facebook) or to a multitude of platforms (B2B).  

However, all existing B2C platforms show that a platform 

can only be fully effective if almost all users use the same 

platform. The B2B platforms enable communication for 

their respective sub-communities but are not interoperable 

with each other.  

This interoperability, which is so necessary, does 

not exist today [...]. However, there are also 

market participants who expect benefits from this 

obstacle: »Those providers whose systems 

determine the market are generally favoured by 

this deficit. Here interoperability is an important 

mechanism for reducing existing economic and 

technical dependencies, especially for the 

German, predominantly medium-sized industry«. 

(1) 

The above quote from Bitkom is not only valid for the 

German economy but also for the European and even 

global economy and should be a wake-up call for most 

corporations. For the business sector this means absolute 

dependence on the preferred platform provider. (2) In 

addition to this dependency, a second situation 

automatically arises that threatens the existence of any 

enterprise, since a location outside the enterprise is created 

where all data can be collected and evaluated across all 

enterprises. The platform providers have sovereignty over 

everything that happens on these platforms. Since platform 

customers have no say and no participation, this model is 

developing more and more into a serious challenge for the 

digital transformation and Industry 4.0. 

Particularly in the business sector, there is often the 

additional demand and necessity to give more autonomy to 

the acting employees or divisions of the company to 

collaborate on the solution of their topics. There is also an 

increasing need to equip machines/devices with more 

autonomy in accordance with today's technological 

possibilities. 
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We want to ensure and sustain the entrepreneurial diversity 

and sovereignty of the participants in the digital economy. 

The growing social sensitivity towards platforms leads to 

the conclusion that social development lies in a digital 
Interoperbility Network and will thus lead to a network 

economy. 

2 Characterization of an Interoperability 

Network 

Network commerce has consequences that go far 

beyond just a business model. 

Markets are based on mistrust, 

Networks on trust. 

Markets are based on the pursuit of self-

interest, 

Networks on shared interests.  

Markets are arm‘s-length transactions, 

Networks are intimate relationships. 

Markets are competitive, 

Networks are cooperative. (3) 

The above quote from Jeremy Rifkin shows in an 

exaggerated way the differences between markets and 

networks. In the network economy, we are not only talking 

about a single software application, but an infrastructure 

for many/all applications. 

 

Figure 1 Number of Business Software Applications 

per Company (Schematic Diagram) 

Figure 1 shows how the number of software applications 

in companies has gradually increased over the past 

decades, partly because automation has increased. Today, 

large companies have more than 1000 different software 

applications in use to support their employees in their work 

or to manage their workflows. This constant integration 

task across all systems and releases consumes a large part 

of the existing IT budget. At the same time, the complexity 

of the requirements continues to increase exponentially, 

e.g. due to the IoT, AI and the topics related to Industry 

4.0 with their horizontal and vertical integration. 

Chapter 2.1 describes the methodological and technical 

characteristics of an Interoperability Network based on the 

EU Interoperability Framework (EIF) (4) and Chapter 2.2 

explains the organisational characteristics. 

2.1 Methodical Technical Characterization 

of Interoperability 

The definition of a network also applies to a (software-

based) interoperability network:  

The term network is generally used to describe 

structures and systems that consist of a set of 

elements (nodes) that are linked together via 

connections. [...] The simple principle of nodes 

and connections allows a multitude of different 

architectures. Networks form open structures that 

are able to expand without boundaries and to 

integrate new nodes as long as they are able to 

communicate within the network. (5) 

Both (software) nodes and connections must be defined in 

the interoperability network. 

The EU has generally defined interoperability as follows: 

Interoperability is the ability of organisations to 

interact towards mutually beneficial goals, 

involving the sharing of information and 

knowledge between these organisations, through 

the business processes they support, by means of 

the exchange of data between their ICT systems. 

(4) 

In addition to the written definition, we also see in Figure 

2 the profound meaning of the term interoperability for the 

digital world. The interdisciplinary stack for 

interoperability is created. 

 

Figure 2 EIF-Layers (4) 

A distinction is made between four layers of 

interoperability. Although the layers build on each other, 

the aim is to develop the layers as independently as 

possible.  

• Technical Interoperability 

The layer at which all basic technical agreements 

are made that enable meeting the requirements of 

the upper three layers; here the nodes and 

connections of the interoperability network are 

defined; 

• Semantic Interoperability 

The layer that ensures that the organisational, 

content, communicative and legal requirements are 

described in such a way that they can be 
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implemented with the technology agreed at the 

layer of Technical Interoperability; 

• Organizational Interoperability 

The layer at which all organizational and context-

relevant facts are described and specified between 

the participants resp. those responsible on the basis 

of the agreed semantics; 

• Legal Interoperability 

The layer at which the legal framework is 

coordinated by the parties involved. For the digital 

world, the legal framework is also described in 

semantics. From this follows automatically the 

requirement on the involved parties to determine 

these rules so exactly that the guidelines allow a 

technically distinct processing. 

The technical and semantic interoperability layers and 

their derived scope of services thus represent the software 

infrastructure for all layers in the EU Framework. This is 

the prerequisite for global value creation networks.    

2.1.1 Technical interoperability with its 

communication at application level 

Internet of Things, Internet of Everything, Industry 4.0, 

Networked Economy and Digitalization imply the vision 

of a global communication network on application level 

(Interoperbility Network). The particular challenge is the 

inter-company communication, which requires the 

interoperability of all digital network nodes. Global 

interoperability can only be achieved through 

standardization. 

Over the past four decades, the telecommunications 

industry and the IT industry have shown that standardized, 

global communication networks generate enormous 

wealth effects. The Internet and the global mobile network 

are the most prominent examples. Global communication 

networks fulfill two mutually dependent requirements, 

they are supported by a largely democratically organized 

community, and the technologies and architectures used 

offer members of the community the opportunity to 

participate. 

A sustainable digital, global communication infrastructure 

on application level (Interoperbility Network), which 

enables its users to participate, can be identified by the 

following criteria: 

• scientifically proven 

• unique, modular, standardized, interoperable, 

• democratic, regulated, non-discriminatory 

• decentralized, horizontal 

Standardization in the field of communication technology 

has always led to a great leap in the dissemination of 

technological progress in recent decades. At the same time, 

standardization has always laid the technical foundation 

for a new market. Based on a common standard, a wide 

variety of devices and software solutions are developed 

that are interchangeable thanks to standardized 

communication. Standardization prevents the lock-in 

effect to hard-and software vendors (vendor lock-in) and 

at the same time guarantees the diversity that is desired and 

necessary in social policy. Examples are the GSM protocol 

for mobile communication as well as the TCP/IP protocol 

for the expansion of the Internet.  

Figure 3 shows in exemplary fashion this development 

since the 1970/80s, when the OSI 7-layer model (6) was 

developed. Over time, one layer after another was 

standardized, and thus, on the one hand, the vendor lock-

in was pushed back and, on the other hand, the 

manufacturers of software applications no longer had to 

develop the communication layers. This was just one 

reason why less IT and comomnication expertise was 

required for software application development.  

At the same time, however, the scope and complexity of 

the requirements increased steadily. Another driver for 

increased complexity will be the IoT with its trillions of 

software modules just as the ever faster change of business 

models requires a new dimension of software agility. 

 

Figure 3 Impact of New Communication Standards on 

Business IT (Interoperability Network and 

Communication Orientation) 

In order to overcome this increase in complexity and 

avoid the lock-in effect of the platforms, an Interoperbility 

Network must be created in which the digital nodes 

connect via a universal and standardized communication 

protocol. 

In an Interoperbility Network, software applications are 

created by connecting autonomous software nodes. This 

means a paradigm shift for the development of software 

applications. The focus is no longer on object orientation, 

but on the communication of the digital nodes.   

2.1.2 Semantic Interoperability as a Basis 

for the Simplicity of Software Application 

Development 

The creation of software has developed considerably over 

the past decades and has become simpler in many ways. 

(see also Figure 4) In order to program a fixed scope of 

services, only a fraction of the effort and knowledge 

required in the 1970s and 1980s is required today. 

Programming languages have become more powerful, and 
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object orientation in particular has led to a considerable 

increase in performance. Today, small and singular tasks 

can be programmed and solved very quickly. 

 

Figure 4 Change in the Allocation of Tasks in the 

Software Development Process  

Figure 4 shows how the software development process 

has changed over the decades. In order to illustrate the 

change, especially the manual effort, one can define the 

following three areas for the division of work in the 

software development process:  

• Description of Requirements 

comprises all work from the analysis of the task 

to the optimization of the way of working and 

processing. Various tools are available for this 

implementation, from pure text systems to 

complex model languages such as BPMN. The 

required expertise in this area is characterized by 

the required business requirements and less by 

IT knowledge. 

• Transformation 

contains the work that is necessary to develop an 

IT concept from requirements. This also 

includes tasks such as integration into the 

existing IT landscape and synchronization of the 

various IT teams. Working methods such as 

SCRUM are used in this segment to resolve 

misunderstandings and translation errors as 

quickly as possible. In this area, expertise in 

business, organization and IT, including 

programming, is required. 

 

• Programming and Execution 

contains the programming in the respective 

programming language with the corresponding 

tools and the execution on the target system 

including all necessary testing and operating 

conditions. 

Due to the increasing complexity of business 

requirements, the description of requirements segment is 

increasing in relation to total effort. (see also Figure 4) The 

same effect can be seen in the segment of transformation, 

which has expanded considerably over the decades due to 

more complex tasks, larger project teams, the dissolution 

of software monoliths into smaller service units and the 

need for integration into existing IT landscapes. In the 

segment of pure programming, on the other hand, the 

relative effort has decreased considerably in recent years, 

also due to the larger performance volume of programming 

languages and their tools.  

Figure 4 shows that the current software development 

process will collapse with an exponentially increasing 

number of software applications unless it is fundamentally 

simplified and automated. Only then can it meet the user 

requirements of an Interoperability Network. 

The following functionalities are required:  

• Definition of (software) nodes and connections to 

enable the multi-use (also automatic) of each node. 

• Autonomy of the software nodes to replace 

orchestration by choreography (7) and thus achieve 

agility at node level. 

• simple semantics based on nodes and connections 

to describe business requirements 

• immediate executability of semantics (Turing 

complete) 

o to eliminate the costs of 

transformation, misunderstandings 

and translation errors 

o to reduce the knowledge required for 

programming and execution 

Above functionalities ensure that a software application is 

established in the Interoperbility Network and that the 

Description of Requirements and the Programming & 

Execution segments merge into a new segment called 

Executable Description. The transformation segment is 

simplified and therefore requires much less effort.  

Based on the specifications made in the areas of technical 

and semantic interoperability, the organisational and legal 

requirements are identified, defined and implemented. 

2.2 Organizational Characterization of 

Interoperability 

The technical and methodological approach of an 

Interoperbility Network is supplemented by economic and 

social considerations. Standardization is an important 

prerequisite for global interoperability. 

An Interoperbility Network is like a digital economic 

space with a single type of product - software. 

It needs democratic structures for standardization, 

participation of users and ongoing technical and economic 

development. This must be ensured by an ordoliberal 

framework. 

2.2.1 Governance 

Governance also plays an essential role in a digital 

economy and must be future proof. Governance structures 

of successful digital communities can serve as guidelines, 

such as those of the IHE community in the healthcare 

industry. (8) 
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2.2.2 Guidelines for the governance of an 

Interoperability Network 

• Participaton: Membership should be open to all 

interested parties. Private sub-communities (e.g. 

companies, countries, etc.) could adopt their own 

rules and structures within the framework. 

• Transparency: Fundamental information on 

governance, activities and decisions should be 

accessible to all users. 

• Representation of users: The Governance and all 

administrative activities are representing the will 

and the needs of a wide range of users 

• Scientific support: Consulting accompaniment and 

partnership by scientific organizations are of crucial 

importance to ensure the further development to the 

benefit of the users. 

• Representation of the industry: The commitment of 

providers in the IT industry (hardware, software, 

system integration, IT operations) is substantial for 

the marketability of an Interoperability Network. 

• Non-partisanship and balance of interests: No 

special interest should dominate the decision-

making processes. 

• Efficient decision-making structures: Decisions 

should be taken through procedures that ensure that 

all opinions are taken into account. There should 

also be a dispute settlement process. 

• Consensus: In all decisions, the greatest possible 

consent by users should be sought.  

• Competition: Users of an interoperability network 

include business organisations that compete directly 

with each other. The governance of an 

interoperability network must therefore ensure 

compliance with the relevant legal requirements, 

including antitrust law. 

• Relevance: The governance of an interoperability 

network should pay particular attention to the 

applicability of the technologies and structures 

developed.  

• Effectiveness: Decisions should be designed in 

such a way that they can be implemented as quickly 

as possible.  

• Interoperability orientation: Sustainable 

Interoperability should be given the highest priority 

in the further development of an Interoperability 

Network.  

2.2.3 The Value of an Interoperability 

Network for the User 

The value of any infrastructure increases with the number 

of users. For an Interoperability Network, mechanisms 

should be developed to reward early adopters. For 

example, usage certificates could be issued which, similar 

to tokens in Blockchains, grow in value with increasing 

usage. 

2.2.4 Digital Management of an 

Interoperability Network  

An Interoperability Network becomes a value creation 

network through the economic activities that take place on 

it. This value creation network with its users and rules can 

be completely digitally modeled. It ensures that all 

agreements are executed as negotiated between the users. 

The digitization of the management of an Interoperability 

Network will affect all areas: 

• Project management, controlling and partner 

and human resources management 

• Knowledge management, quality assurance and 

user training 

• Legal management, the accounting of all 

services and the coordination of users along the 

governance. 

An Interoperability Network can provide a global digital 

marketplace to enable users to trade software applications 

and business choreographies. All functions and processes 

on such a marketplace can be executed digitally. 

Standardization and interoperability ensure that by design 

interoperable software applications are provided (technical 

matching). All users can join the marketplace. 

Such a marketplace should essentially meet the following 

criteria: 

• High scalability and reach 

• Exclusively quality-assured software applications 

and business choreographies from certified 

providers/users 

• Individual pricing and remuneration of the 

providers/users in accordance with agreed 

compliance 

• Closed sub-marketplaces or multihoming for users, 

user groups or industries 

 

3 Economic Aspects in an Interoparability 

Network 

In a software infrastructure as represented by an 

Interoperability Network, software shows specific 

characteristics such as: 

• high production costs in relation to lowest marginal 

costs 

• complex protectability 

• costly proof of use 

The associated difficulties of valuation and remuneration 

mechanisms deserve special attention. 

In order to address the problem of the valuation of 

software, the valuation for the use of the Interoperability 

Network could consist of two components, a base 

component and a market component. 

A base component can be automatically calculated using a 

predefined algorithm and distributed to the users involved 

in development or operations. Each software application 
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should have a base component to ensure a fair minimum 

remuneration of the users. 

A market component that can be freely negotiated among 

all participating users of the Interoperability Network can 

be added. This process can also be implemented largely 

digitally. 

All rules and processes for valuation should be 

continuously adapted by the members and committees of 

the Interoperability Network. 

 

4 Market Potential of an Interoperability 

Network 

An Interoperability Network should provide an attractive, 

fair and performance-oriented framework for all users.  

By establishing global, interoperable B2B value creation 

networks, the size of the expected economic area can far 

exceed that of the existing Internet. It can be assumed that 

an increasing migration of proprietary IT systems and 

platforms into a global Interoperability Network will take 

place. This can create a global Network comparable to the 

Internet or mobile networks.  

In the long term, the available global market potential of 

an Interoperability Network can reach the aggregated 

global market volume forecasts for the IoT, Industry 4.0 

and digitalization in general. The level of welfare gain for 

the international community can only be imagined and 

should be many times higher.  

A global Interoperability Network offers attractive 

strategic investments in a sustainable ordoliberal digital 

space. Users maintain their independence, and investors 

make targeted long-term commitments.  

 

5 The Internet of Actors as an 

Interoperability Network 

In order to achieve the characteristics of the 

Interoperability Network, actnconnect has developed a 

modular software network architecture based on scientific 

methodologies. The core of this network are the nodes we 

call Smart Actor (9). We therefore call the Interoperability 

Network 'Internet of Actors' (IoA).  

Software applications on the Internet of Actors consist of 

any number of independent and interoperable Smart 

Actors. Software applications are created agilely and 

dynamically using the ability to connect Smart Actors in a 

standardized way. This results in cross-company value 

creation networks. (see also (9)) 

Besides the governance and the economic view on the 

Internet of Actors, we will focus in particular on the 

following for the remainder of this document: 

• the technological developments leading to the 

decentral and interoperable Internet of Actors, and 

• the possible framework to ensure fair remuneration 

for the services provided by each member. 

The scientific technological core of the Internet of Actors 

is described in the white paper "Internet of Actors, a Peer-

to-Peer Value Creation Network" (9) by actnconnect.   

The Internet of Actors covers the following main topics, 

which must be further elaborated by the community of the 

Internet of Actors:  

• Governance of the Community 

• Smart Actor Economy 

• Community Management 

5.1 The Software Building Blocks of the 

Internet of Actors 

The Smart Actors (software nodes) are the smallest self-

sufficient value creation building blocks of the Internet of 

Actors. To simplify the requirements gathering these 

Smart Actors are available in three basic variations: 

Business Actor, Service Actor and Physical Actor (see also 

Figure 5).  

 

Figure 5 The Smart Actor as the Incremental 

Software Building Block 

The Smart Actors communicate with each other (network 

connections) utilizing a to be standardized universal 

protocol which we call Role Behavior Interface (RBI). (9) 

The definition of the Smart Actor with its three basic 

variations and the RBI result in a universal modular 

software system. From these basic options, an infinite 

number of individual task-specific Smart Actors can now 

be modeled. With this software toolkit, all domain-specific 

functions of the value creation networks can be 

implemented. The domain-independent Smart Actor 

Operating System (SmAOS) is added to this toolkit. (see 

also Figure 6) 

This separation of individual functionalities and the 

operating system for value creation networks in 

connection with the communication of the Smart Actors 

ensures that each Smart Actor has its own independent 
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versioning on application level. This allows to run the 

release cycles of the SmAOS and the Smart Actors 

separately. 

 

Figure 6 Actorsphere 

To ensure the technical interoperability according to 

chapter 2.1.1 we offer this modular software toolkit. It 

consists of: 

• Smart Actors, and 

• the Smart Actor Operating System, as well as 

contained therein 

• the cross-domain Role Behavior Interface (RBI) 

connecting all building blocks. 

5.2 The Requirements Gathering in the 

Interoperability Network 

According to Figure 4, column "Communication", the 

segment of transformation is minimized despite the 

increasing complexity of the requirements because, with 

the help of the modular software design and the semantics 

of this modular software design, the structure and 

communication of each software node is unified and 

standardized. We call this semantics "Internet of Actors 

Notation" (IoAN). As a result, the IT knowledge required 

is considerably reduced, because the IoAN is a 

straightforward semantic for describing business 

requirements which enables immediate execution in the 

SmAOS. (Turing complete (9). 

Many communicating Smart Actors result in a software 

application or what we call a business choreography. (see 

also Figure 7) 

 

Figure 7 The Business Choreography of Value 

Networks 

A core feature of business choreographies is that all Smart 

Actors are autonomously acting units. This also implies 

that each Smart Actor has access to all information about 

its communication behavior and all required rules.  

Autonomous systems such as Smart Actors therefore no 

longer require an orchestrating body. This characteristic 

leads to the name Business Choreography. Each Smart 

Actor can be used in 1 to n business choreographies, and 

the SmAOS identifies potential communication partners 

automatically. This will lead to a very high re-usage 

probability and thus to a high number of uses.  

The IoAN's scope of services is synchronized with that of 

the Smart Actors and SmAOS building block system, so 

that any complex and interoperable business 

choreographies can be created as value-added networks. 

5.3 Interoperability in the Internet of Actors 

in all Layers 

Summarising the previous chapters, we see that the issue 

of interoperability, as elaborated by the EU, has not only 

been met, but in some respects further completed. From 

the perspective of the Internet of Actors, the definition of 

interoperability is then as follows: 

Interoperability means that software building blocks 

can communicate with each other according to the 

agreements of the partners and work together towards 

common goals. This is independent of the producers of 

software building blocks involved. It includes 

• communicating peer-to-peer with 

each other,  

• working together as intended, even in 

complex, global value creation 

networks and business processes, and 

• supporting and enabling 

collaboration between man, machine 

and software. 

 

Figure 8 Positioning of the Interoperability Network 

in the EIF (4) 

This results in the following implementation and extension 

of EIF's interoperability when using the modular software 

system: (see also Figure 8) 

• Technical Interoperability is ensured in the IoA by 

the modular system with the structure and 

definition of the Smart Actors, together with the 

RBI as communication protocol and the SmAOS. 

• Semantic Interoperability is ensured by the IoAN 

semantics with complete synchronicity to the 

technical structure in combination with immediate 

executability (Turing complete). 
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• Organizational Interoperability is achieved when a 

business choreography is agreed between all 

participants and used in the IoA. 

• Legal Interoperability is achieved when legal 

requirements are translated into clear rules in a 

business choreography and these become part of the 

relevant Smart Actors. 

5.4 Tiers of the Internet of Actors 

The IoA in its structure and the used methods results in the 

development of four Tiers for business concepts. (see also 

Figure 9)  

 

Figure 9 Community Tiers of the IoA 

Base 

The base is the foundation of the Tiers A to C. This level 

is a cross domain infrastructure level. Here the central 

components of the basic types of Smart Actors, RBI, 

SmAOS and IoAN are developed and made available to all 

other Tiers as a basis. 

Tier-A 
At this level you will find all Smart Actors and Business 

Choreographies that aim to create tools for the 

Interoperability Network, e.g. for modeling, 

choreography, management, quality assurance, selection, 

accounting, etc. The Smart Actors and business 

choreographies of this Tier are mainly used across 

domains. However, domain-specific tools can also be 

created.  

Tier-B 

At this level, the Smart Actors are developed for each 

individual domain. A domain can be an industry as well as 

a defined subject area. However, a Smart Actor created for 

one domain can also be used in all other domains.   

Tier-C 
Based on the Tier-B domains, in Tier-C the business 

choreographies of the respective domain are compiled 

tested and executed. 

For better orientation, we have assigned the roles 

commonly used today in the process from management 

consulting to programming to the above Tiers in the IoA. 

See Figure 9. 

5.5 The Community Members of the 

Internet of Actors and their Tasks 

From a business point of view, the first thing we notice in 

Figure 10 is all Tier-C participants. At this level, 

domain-specific business knowledge is necessary. This is 

where the contextual structure of the to be created domain-

specific value creation network is designed and defined. 

The required Smart Actors are selected with a matching 

process or produced in Tier-B. A lively exchange and 

communication between the aadjacent levels is 

indispensable. 

 

Figure 10 Interaction between Tiers 

Tier-B and -C use the Smart Actors and business 

choreographies of Tier-A as tools for their work. From 

Base to Tier-C, this distribution of tasks will result in a 

decreasing need for expertise in the methodologies of the 

Interoperability Network. However, an in-depth exchange 

on the business requirements will be necessary to ensure 

the further development of the Base and the Tier-A.  

Each member of the IoA Community can take on any role 

depending on their competencies. There are the roles of 

customer/user and, as shown in Figure 10, developer, 

producer and business choreographer. 

6 Conclusion 

However, a universal plug-and-play in Industry 

4.0 is an illusion. There will be no Industry 4.0 

standard in the near or distant future to ensure 

universal interoperability for machines and 

equipment of all kinds. Even the meanwhile 

intensified cross-industry standardization efforts 

cannot and will not achieve this. (1) 

This document shows that the technological development 

has overtaken the above statement. 

The next evolutionary step in the standardization of 

communication is the interoperability of software 

applications. With this, the development of a global 

Interoperability Network can now be initiated.  

We believe that for the global community the digital 

economic space of this Interoperability Network will be 

the democratic alternative to the platform economy, Open 

Source or Open API initiatives.  
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We call such global Interoperability Network the 'Internet 

of Actors'. 

In order to ensure technical and economic sovereignty for 

the users of the Internet of Actors, a scientific foundation 

of the used technologies and the rigorous decentralization 

of all activities are required. This is supported by the 

inherent interoperability of software applications and the 

transformation from programming to modelling.  The 

Internet of Actors software architecture ensures maximum 

automation and scalability. The result is software 

interoperability by design. 

An ordoliberal framework ensures sustainable governance 

and fair remuneration for the services provided and used 

by the users of the Internet of Actors.  

Communication itself represents a large part of economic 

activities. With the Internet of Actors, a global trillion 

USD eco-system is emerging which offers previously 

impossible efficiency gains for the benefit of common 

welfare. The avoidance of monopolies and dependencies 

alone justifies the efforts to build it. 

We invite all players in scientific, economic and political 

life worldwide to play an active role in shaping the Internet 

of Actors.  
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1 INTRODUCTION
Network commerce has consequences that go far beyond just a
business model. [...] Markets are based on mistrust, networks
on trust. Markets are based on the pursuit of self-interest,
networks on shared interest. Markets are arm’s-length
transactions, networks are intimate relationships. Markets are
competitive, networks are cooperative.

Jeremy Rifkin ([18], p. 192 f)

The intra- and inter-company work models change from classic,
pre-defined, inflexible business processes to agile value creation
networks. Human, machines and software collaborate in an inte-
grated and coordinated way to fullfill their objectives. This neces-
sitates a new dimension of agility, speed of transformation and
individuality. We strongly believe that we need an open network of
self-coordinating, modular components that offer fully-fledged in-
teroperability to tackle these challenges on the way to autonomous
software systems. At the same time such a network will offer an
economic alternative to the classic, centralized platform models
and standards of the current IT-industry. These, e.g. BPMN, "fail to
guarantee that standard-conforming business process models are
interoperable (platform-independent)" ([4]).
Some scientists are already aware of these challenges and laid out
fundamental groundwork. Christian Stary proposes "a System-of-
Systems specification as a network of cooperating behavior entities"
([19]). These and similar ideas converge on the creation of a new
era in systems design.
This whitepaper presents a methodology, a modular concept and
the foundation of the Internet o f Actors (IoA). The IoA will re-
duce complexity, programming efforts and unclear interfaces while
creating an Interoperability Network . It is going to be an enabler
for agile, decentralized, self-coordinating value creation networks,
acting as catalyst for the Internet of Things, Digital Transformation
and Industry 4.0.

2 SMART ACTORS
To create such an agile value creation network we first need to
focus on the atomic components (= the nodes and their respective
relations) the network is comprised of. Smart Actors (SMA) are the
basic building blocks of the IoA. As the IoA is designed as a network,
the network nodes need the respective capabilities to deal with
challenges like inter-company collaboration in a (self-)coordinated,
modular encapsulated manner (mentioned in 1 Introduction).

2.1 Requirements
The main requirements to the network nodes are similar to the
requirements that can be observed with the architectural pattern
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of microservices (based on [11]), as microservices can also be inter-
preted as dedicated nodes in network-like applications:

(MS1) determine the functional scope based on a single business
capability that is decomposed on its lowest level for the
domain applicable

(MS2) consistent encapsulation leading to very clear interfaces to
other network nodes (e.g. according to the Law of Demeter
[25]: each unit should have limited knowledge about other
units)

(MS3) "smartness" ("smart endpoints, dumb pipes" [11]) in a sense
of being able to do everything needed to add value with its
actions without doing "too much" (YAGNI-dilemma [31])

(MS4) independently releasable without being in the need of other
components thus ensuring independent lifecycles of the dif-
ferent nodes

(MS5) self-organizing - in regards to building a network, the nodes
must be able to connect to each other in a meaningful way
thus ensuring added value in terms of Aristoteles’ synergy-
principle (the whole is greater than the sum of its parts [27])
and tackling the issue of messy service connections ([11])
by using a clear (and yet flexible) communication structure
between different components

(MS6) asynchronous connections between single network nodes in
order to ensure resilience to temporarily breakdowns (due
to infrastructure, scalability or timing issues in parts of the
network)

To meet these requirements, we propose the creation of Smart
Actors as nodes and therefore as core building blocks of the peer-
to-peer agile value creation network.
Therefore, a Smart Actor is able to:

(R1) fullfill a well-defined task
(R2) "know" the execution-logic needed to fulfill this task, includ-

ing decision-rules, different paths etc.
(R3) gather and hold all data needed for the task
(R4) offering a means to extract the essence of the task in a

machine-readable way (as an enabler for self-organization)
(R5) connect to arbitrary software-interfaces or physical ma-

chines in order to exchange data
(R6) present its data to human users and offer possibilities to

change these data or take decisions where defined by the
SMA (= "frontend"/ UI [30])

(R7) communicate with other SMAs via well-defined protocols to
gather information and/ or to propagate its output(s)

(R8) has its own release cycle (= being indepently releasable)
without being directly affected by the release cycles of others

(R9) can be executed in a software system by interpreting or
compiling its definition/ source code

The foundation of our Smart Actors can be found in software
design concepts reaching back to the 1970’s.

2.2 The Foundation of Smart Actors: PASS
In 1994, Albert Fleischmann proposed a concept called "SAPP/
PASS" (Structured Analysis of Parallel Programs in conjunction
with Parallel Activities Specification Scheme, [8], pp. 204 ff). This

Figure 1: Basic Operations of CCS ([8], p. 130)

Figure 2: Basic Laws in CCS ([8], p. 131)

Figure 3: Example of Behaviour Expressions and Trees ([8],
p. 131)

scheme is based on Milner’s and Hoare’s Calculus of Communicat-
ing Systems (CCS, [15]) which has later been developed into the
Pi-calculus ([16]).

2.2.1 Calculus of Communicating Systems (CCS). Fleischmann de-
scribes the CCS as "a theoretically very important technique for
describing the behaviour of processes1 explicitly" ([8], p. 130). Para-
phrasing [8] (pp. 130-134), the CCS offers the following: The be-
haviour of a process2 is described as a rooted, unordered, finite
branching tree. The initial state of the process is represented by its
root. Branches are labelled and represent actions or transitions to
a next state. The CCS distinguishes observable and unobservable
actions3. The trees offer elementary algebraic operations (see figure
1). These operations obey basic algebraic laws (associativity, com-
mutativity and nullity, see figure 2). The trees are called behaviour
trees (describing processes). Expressions represent these trees (see
figure 3): After step a has been executed, steps b (x)or c can be
executed next. It is also possible to model agents4 with infinite
behaviour in CCS. Figure 4 illustrates agents X and Y , both with

1In our case, a "process" will become a Smart Actor
2= its algorithm
3observable or unobservable from outside of the process
4in our terms later: Smart Actor s
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Figure 4: Infinite Process Behaviour ([8], p. 132)

potentially finite behaviour5, and agent Z with a definite infinite
behaviour. Albert Fleischmann also focuses on the fact that for
each observable action there exists a complementary (or: inverse)
action in CCS. It is possible to link multiple agents together. If there
exist complementary actions in the different behaviour trees, these
agents can communicate in synchronous message exchanges6 (see
[8], p. 132).
In general, CCS offers a graph-style7 approach to model complex
behaviours8 and communication between these.

2.2.2 Parallel Activities Specification Scheme (PASS). Based on the
CCS9 Albert Fleischmann developed the Parallel Activities Specifi-
cation Scheme (PASS) in conjunction with a method for Structured
Analysis of Parallel Programs (SAPP).
SAPP is a means to decompose complex systems into small, easy-
to-handle components. These components are able to be executed
in parallel and to call each other via clearly defined message chan-
nels ("message-types" [8], p. 205). Figure 5 exemplifies such a SAPP
specification, where T can send messages of type M3 to P and P
can send typeM2 to T 10. This type of diagram represents possible
communication channels, but has no time, sequence or frequency
restrictions.
PASS is used to define a single "process" ([8])11. A PASS description
contains information about synchronization of messages ("input
pool"12), a graph representing the process behaviour (= algorithm/
"intelligence" of the SMA) and process-refinements handling data
operations.
The SAPP/ PASS concepts have also been adopted by parts of the

5if transition X (a) or Y (e) is executed
6as opposed to asynchronous message exchange, which we will focus on later
7corresponds to tree-style
8matches in this case the term "algorithms"
9and other methods, [8], p. 201
10for completeness of the example: Q can send M1 to P , P can send M1 to R , R can
send M2 to P
11= Smart Actor in our terms
12Input pools are one of the most important concepts of PASS as they enable messages
to be sent either synchronous or asynchronous between components and even offer
possibilities to restrict the number of messages being received at a certain time etc.
Without input pools, especially the crucial asynchronous communication would not
work. We do not explain the details of this concept, as they are not needed for grasping
the general communication of SMAs .

Figure 5: SAPP Specification ([8], p. 207)

Business Process Management (BPM) community ([9]13). In con-
trast to classic BPM methodologies, PASS is able to focus on actors
and/ or agents involved in business processes. These can be humans,
software components or machines in mixed setups.
One reason for this adoption by the BPM community, similar to the
advantages/ main features of software system development using
PASS, is its Turing Completeness ([28]). This has been proven by
an interpreter model based on Abstract State Machines (ASM, [12]
and [6]), which are based on Finite State Machines. As PASS graphs
themselves represent state machines, they can be interpreted like
program source code. Therefore it is possible to execute a PASS
model instantly without being forced to transform or manually code
it. Egon Börger created such an interpreter "for both simulation
(testing) and verification (logical analysis of properties of interest)
of classes of S-BPM14 processes" ([5]).
The original SAPP/ PASS methodologies unfortunately define that
"in the PASS model each system consists of a fixed number of pro-
cesses15 and each process has a unique name" ([8], p. 205). But to
achieve independent releasability it is paramount that SMAs do not
have fixed communication channels to other actors and allow agile
reconfiguration of the communication network they are part of.

2.3 Independent Releasability of Smart Actors
To tackle the requirement of independently releasable components,
we created a concept of well-defined but loose-bound communica-
tion channels.
This concept is based on CCS, ASM and PASS. Even if PASS in

13English, enhanced version of the original (German) book: [10]
14S-BPM corresponds to PASS in our context
15again: process maps to Smart Actor in our context
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Figure 6: PASS Specification ([8], p. 208)

conjunction with SAPP basically tries to model and execute com-
plete, enclosed systems16, PASS graphs can be used to discern one
or more observable behaviours17. We use a PASS graph as con-
stituting component of a Smart Actor . An observable behaviour
is basically a reduced version of the PASS graph, focusing on the
communication18 that can potentially happen with one specific
communication partner (= another PASS graph). This can be named
"role-based behaviour interface" (RBI ), as every communication
partner acts in a specific role in its relation to the PASS graph in
focus. It follows that a RBI can be created for every potential com-
munication partner of a PASS graph.
Figure 7 shows a graph X that depicts communication with 2 dif-
ferent partners (partner ′ (A) and partner ′′ (B))19. Therefore 2 RBIs
can be extracted from this graph. The RBI from X to A, RBI (X ,A)

16with asynchronous communication within the system
17see also CCS’s observable actions, section 2.2.1. PASS graphs can also be transformed
to CCS behaviour expressions, which aren’t as powerful as some PASS features ([8], p.
259 ff), but are therefore suitable to "observe" the communication behaviour
18sending messages or receiving messages
19We intentionally left out information about the types of the graph’s states (send ,
r eceive , do (internal)) to focus on the RBI explanation.

Figure 7: Example of a graph to discern a RBI ([20])

consists of all possible message flows between X and A, their direc-
tion and their structural content20. To the relation between X and
B applies the same, there is an RBI (X ,B).
To everyRBI (дraphx ,дraphy ) (1) there exists an inverseRBI ′(дraphx ,дraphy )
(2).

RBI (дraphx ,дraphy )
with дraphx = original Smart Actor

and дraphy = potential Communication Partner (1)

RBI ′(дraphx ,дraphy ) = RBI (дraphz ,дraphx )
with дraphx ,дraphy ,дraphz ∈ SmartActors (2)

This inverse RBI ′ is a tree performing the same message flows
like RBI , but does a send where in RBI there is a receive and a
receive where there is a send . It is possible to find any SMA Z that
has one of its RBI that corresponds to RBI ′ (3).

RBI (Z ,Z ′) = RBI ′(X ,Z ) (3)
This means that these PASS graph representations of SMAs are

able to communicate with each other; in this case, they can be
connected (4 - 6):

⇒ Z ′ = X (4)
⇒ RBI (Z ,X ) = RBI ′(X ,Z ) (5)
⇒ RBI (X ,Z ) = RBI ′(Z ,X ) (6)

If there are a lot of Smart Actors known21, there may be more
than one Smart Actor that can be found as a potential communi-
cation partner. In this case, rules on the communication context

20by structural content we mean data structures (and semantics) transported by a
message
21or are being able to be discovered via address books, Smart Actor Name Systems
(SMANS) etc.
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could have been set within the SMAs themselves, further restrict-
ing the possible communication partners. Selection strategies (like
"bestRated", "nearest", "f irstComeFirstServe", ...) can apply addi-
tionally.
This approach shows that a Smart Actor does not have to be con-
nected with its communication partners before deployment for
execution, as the RBIs make it possible to find suitable communica-
tion partners even at execution time (see also [20]). This represents
also a difference to Agha’s approach ([2]) to software actors, as we
do not need direct addressing of other actors, but can use rule based
addressing (RBA) via RBIs.

2.4 Definition of Smart Actors
Keeping the requirements (see 2.1), the foundational concepts CCS
(see 2.2.1), ASM, PASS (see 2.2.2) and our thoughts on independent
releasability (see 2.3) in mind, we can design a Smart Actor as
follows:

(SMA1) The pivotal part is the definition of an internal behaviour
graph22. The behaviour graph consists of states with the 3 ba-
sic operations (send , receive , do), transitions between these
states and references to the SMA’s data (see (SMA2)). The
behaviour represents the smartness (or: algorithm), helping
the Smart Actor to

(SMAB1) fullfill its task (requirement (R1)),
(SMAB2) know the execution logic needed (requirement (R2)),
(SMAB3) represent decision- and other rules as these are mapped

to behaviour and communication (requirements (R2) and
(R7))

(SMAB4) extract the RBIs for defining the communication inter-
faces to other SMAs (requirement (R7)) - thus creating
interoperable building blocks

(SMA2) Additionally, a complete data structure can be defined for
every Smart Actor . This data structure contains everything
the SMA needs within its behaviour (requirement (R3)).

(SMA3) If the Smart Actor is a Service Actor or Physical Actor , mean-
ing it connects to microservices or arbitrary software com-
ponents or software interfaces, it needs a Service Mappinд
for each of its do-states, defining calls and data exchange to
and from these systems (requirement (R5)).

(SMA4) In case the Smart Actor is intended to support a human
in executing a task23, user interfaces (UI) can be defined by
mapping to thedo-states24 and data structures available, thus
creating executable views on the Smart Actor (requirement
(R6)).

(SMA5) Metadata in a structured format are intended to offermachine-
and human-readable data about the SMAs essence, intentions
(see [22]), creators, costs and other useful information (re-
quirement (R4)).

(SMA6) As the extracted RBIs define communication interfaces in-
stead of a tight coupling to other components, a SMA’s re-
leasability/ deployability is completely independent from

22A Smart Actor can have more than one behaviour graph for specific applications
likeMessaдe Guards " (see [10], p. 120 ff), Behavior Macros (see [10], p. 112 ff)
etc.
23we call that a Business Actor
24there are also special UI’s possible for r eceive

others. Therefore, a Smart Actor represents a self-contained
component (requirement (R8)).

(SMA7) Due to its ASM-based, Turing-complete nature, a SMA can be
executed by interpreting its behaviour graph (requirement
(R9)).

In summary, these Smart Actors fulfill all requirements listed in
section 2.1 Requirements. Therefore, SMAs can also be used to
execute SmartContracts ([26] and [32] p. 37 f) or act as DApps
([23] and [32] p. 39 f). A possible XML data format for describing
SMAs is proposed in [21].

3 A PEER-TO-PEER AGILE VALUE CREATION
NETWORK

The concept of Smart Actors allows the creation of a peer -to-peer
aдile value creation network which we callThe Internet o f Actors
(IoA). We want this network to facilitate a clean architecture and
stick to an important principle (known from bitcoin [17], p. 8): "The
network is robust in its unstructured simplicity. Nodes work all at
once with little coordination", whereas ’coordination’ is equivalent
to ’no centralized orchestration’.

3.1 Definition of the Peer-to-Peer Agile Value
Creation Network

The SMAs represent the main building blocks and are the nodes
within the network. The characteristics of this network are:

Peer -to-Peer The SMAs can be executed in decentralized environments. If
a Smart Actor has the means to find communication partners
and message with them (see 3.3), the whole network can be
built up in a distributed manner without having a centralized
structure.

Aдile Smart Actors do not employ a tight coupling, but they are
entirely uncoupled and independent from other SMAs . That
allows the (self-sustaining) configuration of the network
to change at any time with the addition, the removal or
the update of new or existing Smart Actors (see 3.3). Each
network node is part of one or more choreographies25 that
emerge from the communication protocols (= RBI ) and rules
set by any SMA.

Value Creation Objective of every SMA is to create a value (i.e. in terms of
a capability), by transforming any inputs to any outputs26.
Thus, in the network as a whole, there will be a multitude of
focal areas (= choreographies) of value creation. Due to the
synergy-principle ([27]) the total of value creation will be
higher than the combined value-deltas of every single SMA
involved.

Network We talk of one single network instead of multiple networks,
as - due to its decentralized character - all Smart Actors
can contribute and will be part of the global network of
collaboration and (therefore) interoperability.

Similar to most blockchain-based peer-to-peer technologies, this
network shall offer a standardized, open access for everyone who
wants to contribute to the network, e.g. by creating new Smart

25for definitions of the term "choreography" see [14]
26in- and outputs of SMAs are always messages within their respective communica-
tion patterns
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Actors. To facilitate this open access it is paramount to create two
areas of standardization.

3.2 Internet of Actors Notation (IoAN)
One area of standardization is the Internet o f Actors Notation
(IoAN ) which will cover

(IoAN1) the complete definition of SMAs (see 2.4 Definition of Smart
Actors),

(IoAN2) the notation of the RBIs,
(IoAN3) means to show and visualize choreographies of SMAs .
As mentioned before, first concepts regarding (IoAN1) have already
been proposed ([21]) and implemented. Furthermore there is a stan-
dardization group working on an OWL-definition of an exchange
format ([7]).

3.3 Smart Actor Operating System (SMAOS)
The second area of standardization is a Smart Actor Operatinд
System (SMAOS). As discussed before (see 2.4 Definition of Smart
Actors), Smart Actors can be executed without any further prepara-
tions. For this execution, an operating system is needed, that serves
three main purposes. The SMAOS

(SMAOS1) can interpret and therefore execute SMAs ,
(SMAOS2) facilitates communication between Smart Actors on the same

SMAOS instance and across different SMAOS instances, and
(SMAOS3) enables the discovery of other SMAs as potential communi-

cation partners.
With actnconnect’s Actorsphere ([1]) there exists a first implemen-
tation of a SMAOS.
To address the issue ofmessaging between Smart Actors (see (SMAOS2))
in regards to transportation layers and formats, we propose the def-
inition of a Smart Actor Communication Protocol (SMACP ). The
SMACP could also comprise possibilities to use blockchain tech-
nologies (like Hyperledger Fabric ([13] and [32] p. 40 f) or dedicated
blockchains) for facilitating distributed storage of messages or even
SMA system states.
The discovery of SMAs and/ or SMAOS instances anywhere in
the IoA (see (SMAOS3)) requires a Smart Actor Name System
(SMANS). Techniques like the Satoshi Client Node Discovery ([3]),
the Domain Name System ([24]), UDDI ([29]) or similar might be
used as an inspiration to define such SMANS .
Putting all these definitions together, the components of the IoA
will be well-defined, executable, communicating and the network
can be accessed openly without any discrimination or censorship.

4 CONCLUSION
The concept of Smart Actors presents a method and implemen-
tation of the central building blocks of a peer-to-peer agile value
creation network.
From a methodological point of view the SMAs offer all basic capa-
bilities to build such a network due to their clear and open commu-
nication interfaces (RBIs). They enable communication between
different network nodes regardless of their nature. Therefore the
Internet o f Actors can connect humans, machines and software
to facilitate their individual contributions to shared and individual
objectives.

In a technical sense the Smart Actors are not just "structured" mi-
croservices but represent the base components for a new internet,
the IoA. Even the very foundations of this network, administrative
tools, can be described and implemented by SMAs . The IoA is there-
fore self-sustaining and self-extending.
Individual value contributions27 can be priced and settled by means
of the IoA itself in connection with blockchain-based techniques.
Our further efforts need to go into

(ToDo1) the standardization of IoAN and SMAOS,
(ToDo2) the creation and facilitation of a growing community of

(value) contributors for the IoA,
(ToDo3) the detailing of business models within the IoA and
(ToDo4) the creation of application examples for the building blocks

and the value creation network itself.

The IoA offers a serious economic alternative to the centralized
platform models available today.
The IoA comprises ideal conditions to "go far beyond just a business
model", but to build cooperative relationships based on trust to
pursue shared interests ([18], p. 192 f).
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BPM Business Process Management

CCS Calculus of Communicating Systems

DApp De-centralized App
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IoA Internet of Actors
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PASS Parallel Activities Specification Scheme

RBA Rule Based Addressing
RBI Role-based Behaviour Interface

SAPP Structured Analysis of Parallel Programs
SMACP Smart Actor Communication Protocol
SMANS Smart Actor Name System
SMAOS Smart Actor Operating System

UDDI Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration

XML eXtensible Markup Language
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Workshop 1: Abstract Layers – Extending the Potential of the 

Subject-Orientated Modeling Paradigm 

Matthes Elstermann 

matthes.elstermann@kit.edu 

Karlsruhe Institute for Technology,  

Institute for Information Management in Engineering

1 Scope 

Classical subject-oriented process modeling with 

the Parallel Activity Specification Schema 

(PASS) is a very usefully and powerful 

description approach. It is, however, in itself 

somewhat limited due to its purely 

defining/deterministic nature (AS-IS) and lacks 

certain degrees of freedom necessary for 

describing complex aspect in situations where not 

all details of a process can be determined 

preemptively.  

The principle paradigm of subject-orientation 

though is not limited to that definition approach 

and can be extended.  

The workshop is a practical 

demonstration/introduction to, and open 

discussion of potential abstract extension of 

modeling capabilities that are possible with e.g. 

the Abstract Layered Extension to the modeling 

language PASS (ALPS).  

ALPS envisions the integrated usage of classical 

process description techniques together with 

concepts such as, abstraction hierarchies, 

modeling-by-restriction, or case-based-reasoning 

(CBR) that have been discussed in context of the 

S-BPM ONE for several years. 

Similar approaches are the jCPEX concept with 

its behavioral interfaces or the Actorsphere 

concepts of ActNConnect. 

The question to be discussed during the 

workshop is the potential for the approaches in 

regards to allowing groups of modelers spread 

across geography, (company) cultures, and time 

to create and/or integrate executable (business) 

process models when necessary or allow 

automated execution.  

Furthermore it will be discussed whether such 

advanced process expression concepts are 

necessary/viable at all for future information 

systems or design of them.  

2  Topics of Interest 

The topics of interest for papers include, but 

are not limited to: 

 Description concepts for networks of 

heterogeneous agent types (human, machines 

and software) 

 Agent behavior specification in a network of 

agents 

 Modeling networks of enterprises - business 

and technology view 

 Agility in cross-enterprise value networks - 

business and technology view 

 Specification concepts for networked 

production and business processes 

 Information modelling incl. semantic 

modelling 

 Software engineering for distributed system 

architectures (shared memory, shared 

nothing, …) 

 Industry 4.0 and Edge/Fog/Cloud computing 

 Cyber-physical-production-systems 

especially in combination with a 

process/business perspective 

 Safety and Security in 

distributed/decentralized production systems 

- business and technology view 
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Workshop 2: Building Blocks & Economical Implications of The 

Internet of Actors 

Florian Strecker 

actnconnect 
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 Felix Gniza 

actnconnect 

New York, United States 

Felix.Gniza@actnconnect.com 

1 Scope 

The intra- and inter-company work models 

change from classic, pre-defined, inflexible 

business processes to agile value creation 

networks. Human, machines and software 

components collaborate in an integrated and 

coordinated way to fullfill their objectives. This 

necessitates a new dimension of agility, speed of 

transformation and individuality. We strongly 

believe that we need an open network of self-

coordinating, modular components that offer full-

fledged interoperability to tackle these challenges 

on the way to autonomous software systems. 

These components can be called Smart Actors 

and are the basic building blocks of a Peer-to-

Peer Agile Value Creation Network. 

At the same time such a network will offer an 

economic alternative compared to the classic, 

centralized platform models of the current IT-

industry. 

In this workshop, we present & discuss the 

methodology, the modular concept, the 

economical implications and the foundation of 

the Internet of Actors (IoA). The IoA will reduce 

complexity, programming efforts and unclear 

interfaces. It is going to be an enabler for agile, 

decentralized, self-coordinating value networks, 

acting as catalyst for the Internet of Things, 

Digital Transformation and Industry 4.0.  

 

 

 

 

2  Topics of Interest 

This is a discussion-based workshop. We gladly 

invite participants to discuss the concept oft he 

Internet of Actors and it’s technical & 

economical implications. 

First we’ll present the topics using the 

whitepapers „The Internet of Actors - A Peer-to-

Peer Agile Value Creation Network“ & „The 

economics of the Internet of Actors“ and then 

facilitate the discussion and the exchange of 

opinions & views using Open Discussion 

techniques and a World Café. 
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Workshop 3: Digital Transformation in Practice:  

BiSL Next and IT4B

Amit Sarkar  

Dept of Computing, Ara 

Institute of Canterbury,  

New Zealand 

 

 

 

  

 

 Walter Zondervan 

The Competence Society, 

The Netherlands

1 Scope 

IT is a maelstrom of mixed methods, best 

practices and competences. Business meanwhile 

is focused on the beneficial outcomes of 

investment in many areas. The ubiquity of IT 

makes it clear to investors that more and more 

business processes must be based on IT and 

therefore the buzzword ‘digitization’ is 

commonly in use to describe any IT activity, 

however trivial, that might impact business 

success. The unpleasant reality (or realIT…) is 

that a coherent approach to Governance, Strategy 

and therefore Improvement of business outcomes 

using IT is in the hands of global IT 

consultancies that promote specific best practices, 

or methods and IT installations. A good example 

is the ‘Big Data’ phenomenon, a genuine issue 

but one open to any snake oil. 

An independent approach to both business 

information digitization and organisational 

readiness was a gap in the market which has been 

addressed by the Dutch government sponsored 

Business information services library (BISL next, 

the latest version) and its strategic development, 

IT4B (IT for business). 

These independent best practices adhere to the 

proven Deming/Shewhart PDCA/PDSA cycle 

and provide a consistent approach to Governance 

specifically and organizational 

change/improvement. The myriad IT best 

practices that exist are not discarded or 

reinvented; they are contextualized in the well-

researched and adopted lifecycles of business 

applications development and information/data 

management. 

BiSL next and IT4B are used to assist enterprises 

to assess their overall readiness for digitization 

(large or small scale) and document the overall 

program for improvement and what is needed for 

success.   

2  Topics of Interest 

Learn how to 

 to translate your business strategy into a 

digital ambition 

 to apply new technologies in a meaningful 

way into your enterprise 

 to assess organizational readiness for 

digital transformation 

 to bridge the gap between digital ambition 

and current organizational readiness 

 to improve on the organizational 

competence for digital transformation 

 to create detailed skills requirements for 

customized training and rapid recruitment 

 to design an efficient and effective 

operating model for digital transformation 
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ABSTRACT 

In recent years, business process management 

(BPM) has developed many concepts and 

methods for IT-supported cross-functional 

optimization within enterprises. The megatrend 

of digitization, however, raises the question of 

what significance the discipline currently and in 

the future still has. This article analyzes the 

general importance of BPM in science and 

research. From this, four theses on the future of 

the discipline are derived (including decreasing 

relevance of classical terms and commoditization 

of concepts), which can be used as an orientation 

for further BPM initiatives. 

CCS Concepts 
Applied computing ➝ Enterprise computing ➝ 

Business process management.  

Keywords 
Business Process Management, Digitization, 

Research community. 

1  Motivation 

The conference series of the S-BPM ONE exists 

since 10 years. Conceptually, it can be 

understood as a further development or 

supplement to the original and traditional BPM 

approaches. In the S-BPM community as well as 

on many other process management platforms 

(e.g., panels, workshops) discussions about the 

current and future significance of BPM take 

place. 

Thanks to new technologies, smarter IT systems, 

the digitization of many processes, fully 

automated business models and many other 

trends, the BPM discipline, which has formerly 

been described, becomes more diverse. Many 

opportunities can arise from this, because process 

orientation is a main paradigm in many 

digitization initiatives. The built-up BPM 

knowledge base can make many contributions – 

this might only be the modeling, execution, 

optimization or monitoring. At the same time, a 

sense of loss of identity can be observed – for 

example, when ideas from other disciplines 

cannot be easily combined with the classical 

teachings of BPM, when new digitization experts 

are appearing on the field or when the term 

"process management" is no longer used. 

This contribution serves as a reflection paper to 

encourage discussion at the conference on the 

future of BPM, and probably of S-BPM in 

particular.  
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First, selected developments of BPM in science 

and practice are outlined. They do not claim to be 

complete in their entirety, but provide insights 

into the developments that can be observed in 

BPM research and entrepreneurial practice. Since 

this text is about general observations, 

hypotheses, and interpretations, it explicitly does 

not use any sources as evidences. The article 

concludes with four theses, which are to be 

understood as an assessment of the author. They 

should serve as an introduction to an open 

discussion at the conference. 

2  Collection of ongoing 

developments 

First, some observations from business practice 

and science are collected. 

BPM in companies 

Despite all the talk about the exact meaning, 

GoogleTrends can certainly be used to derive the 

general interest in topics. Figure 1 shows that 

global interest in BPM (search requests) has been 

falling slightly since 2009 and has remained at a 

constant level for several years. 

 

Figure 1: Relative Google searches for BPM and 

digital business 

Digitization is usually addressed at two levels in 

companies. First, it is about transferring analog 

data or manual steps into digital information or 

automated workflows. At this stage, classical 

BPM has its beginnings, because processes 

integrate data, functions and tasks in a company. 

Nonetheless, these topics are nowadays 

subsumed or specifically referred to as digital 

business. For example data analytics, predictive 

maintenance, data mining, industry 4.0, design 

thinking, big data integration, AI for agents, 

smart production or dynamic orchestration are 

typical keywords for currently trendy concepts. 

However, the BPM and S-BPM community is 

providing contributions in these fields for years, 

but under classic terms such as workflow, ERP, 

activity-based analysis, formal languages, 

business IT alignment, BPM software, automated 

execution, process semantics and process 

training. In summary, the classic BPM topics are 

still under discussion and application - but under 

different, modern or specific terminology. 

On a second level, digitization means a holistic 

transformation of companies (e.g., with their 

business models, transactions and resources) and 

also of the entire society (e.g., work 4.0, 

generation Y). Many of the ideas are build on 

digital processes (and the underlying available 

data, tools, and competencies organized in 

process models). In line with new technology, 

more (especially structured) business processes 

have been optimized (e.g., automated). This is 

still happening today at the first level of 

digitization. The focus of companies shifts 

towards the second level with the available data 

and IT services in flexible and strategic topics. IT 

is used to (i) implement digital leadership, (ii) 

digital products and services (innovations), (iii) 

digital partnerships, and (iv) digital business 

models. Often, however, a classic BPM basis is 

needed for (i) roles, (ii) process data, (iii) 

collaboration workflows, and (iv) reliable 

transactions (= business processes). 
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BPM in science 

This trend can also be seen in science and 

research, where there are still contributions, 

findings and new results on classic BPM topics. 

Figure 2 shows 8.914 BPM-related publications 

of three databases over the last years (see Figure 

2).  

Although some methodological approaches have 

been used in the sample and analysis, they are not 

described here – this article focuses on reflection 

rather than the exact measurement methodology. 

 

Figure 2: BPM publications in (i) EbscoHOST, (ii) 

IEEE Xplore and (iii) SpringerLink (top-down) 

At first glance, the number of general textbooks 

and general publications (here SpringerLink) has 

increased slightly since 2009. On the one hand, in 

more management-oriented databases (here 

EbscoHOST), a strong increase in peer-reviewed 

journal contributions can be observed. Technical 

contributions to BPM (here IEEE) decline on the 

other hand. 

However, looking at the relative proportions of 

these samples (see Table 1), it becomes clear that 

BPM publications only grow significantly in the 

management world. Perhaps this can be 

explained by the fact that IT, data and technology 

related issues have always been relevant to 

engineers, but have now arrived in management 

as well (e.g. functions such as online marketing, 

digital HR, automated finance, automated 

administration, transactions such as e-

procurement and e-commerce). In the mainstream 

(SpringerLink), however, other keywords seem to 

become more relevant, even if BPM publications 

continue to have equal shares. 

 

Table 1: Growth rates and relation (n=8914) 

Database \ Rates Avg. annual 

growth rate of 

BPM publications 

Avg. annual growth 

rate of all publications 

in database 

EbscoHOST 15% 7% 

IEEE Xplore -1% 3% 

SpringerLink 7% 7% 

 

If one looks at classical conferences in the field 

of information systems (see Table 2), BPM is 

now completely seen as interdisciplinary field 

between business and IT. Shown are the track 

names in which researchers were/are invited to 

submit BPM-related papers. The track names 

from previous years and the ones form the current 

year are shown in the rows. 

It is noticeable that in the past either BPM-

relevant topics were explicitly mentioned in the 

track name or BPM was discussed in the context 

of organizational questions. At current 

conferences, only one track has actually BPM in 

the title. As with business practice, BPM topics 

are mentioned in many different tracks (under 

new categories) in Call for Papers but not in the 

title anymore (no longer an own category). 
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Table 1: Relevant tracks for BPM-related contributions 

Conference Former track Current track 

WI  

(2014 vs. 

2019) 

Business process 

and service 

management 

Enterprise Modeling 

& Information 

Systems Design 

Digital 

Transformation and 

Services 

MKWI 

(2014 vs. 

2018) 

Business process 

management and 

flexibility in 

workflow 

management 

systems 

The Customer in the 

Digital 

Transformation - 

Creating Customer 

Values 

Social Computing, 

Human-centric 

Information Systems 

Design and 

Development 

Cyber-physical 

systems and digital 

value networks 

ICIS  

(2014 vs. 

2019) 

IS Strategy, 

Structure, and 

Organizational 

Impacts 

 

Business Models 

and Digital 

Transformation 

ECIS  

(2010 vs. 

2019) 

IT and new 

organisational 

forms and 

innovations 

 

Modelling and 

Managig the Digital 

Enterprise and its 

Business Processes 

 

AMCIS  

(only 

2019) 

n.a. AI and Smenatic 

Technologies for 

Intelligent 

Information Systems 

Data Science and 

Analytcis for 

Decision Support 

Organizational 

Transformation & 

Information Systems 

 

 

This allows three initial conclusions: (i) Process 

management concepts are the content of various 

cross-cutting issues and topics of the future (such 

as, digital transformation, artificial intelligence). 

(ii) The special or modern names are more 

popular than BPM. (iii) Knowledge from the 

BPM discipline is welcome in many tracks (e.g., 

modeling, IT alignment), but more as a useful 

foundation and not as key driver (e.g. digital 

transformation). 

3 Theses for discussion 

Based on the – not scientifically complete 

objective – findings on the state of BPM in 

business practice and research, this paper 

presents four theses on the development of 

process management, which should be used in the 

(S-)BPM community as a conference discussion. 

Thesis 1: The importance of BPM as a concept is 

decreasing. 

The (sometimes only felt) status of homelessness 

of classical BPM scientists is certainly there 

because of a shift in the naming of classical 

process and information systems terms. Instead 

of known terms (e.g., IT, process), (i) other 

generic concepts (e.g., digital transformation that 

often includes BPM), (ii) concrete techniques 

(e.g., cyber-physical systems) or (iii) trendy 

terms (e.g., predictive maintenance) are in vogue. 

In practice and science, the value of data (e.g., 

Business Intelligence, Data Science, Data 

Analytics) is heavily highlighted, but its use in 

processes/workflows is called different (e.g. 

Process Mining).  

This opens up the opportunity for BPM to 

transfer existing knowledge into many other 

domains, functions, and divisions – even though 

the term process may not be needed in the end.  

The big risk is that new fields (e.g., business 

functions, scientific tracks) cannot build on the 

abundant knowledge. Many digital panels discuss 

conceptual topics that have been worked on (or 

even solved!) in the BPM community for years.  

By the way, a similar development is to be 

observed in the classical knowledge management 
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discipline. This community had already on the 

WI2019 an open panel about their loss of identity 

(freely interpreted under the thesis "Is the 

classical knowledge management still alive?"). 

Thesis 2: The importance of process management 

as a discipline decreases. 

Today, many self-appointed experts are 

discussing IT topics under the umbrella of 

digitization. "Data Scientist" or "Digital 

Transformation Consultant" are currently popular 

titles on business cards (or at the end of an e-

mail).  

Classical BPM knowledge, is needed on a lower 

level - one could say that processes take a 

development as described by Carr (“IT 

[Processes?] doesn’t matter”). Traditional 

questions of the community (process strategy, 

modeling, execution, controlling) are standard 

today. However, BPM experts should not share 

the same fate as the quality experts in the 90s: 

Although they developed an immense body of 

knowledge, they are often no longer welcome as 

experts in many companies, because their ideas 

seem to be old, formal and not trendy.  

If we want to continue to be modern and in 

demand as a BPM community, we need to open 

ourselves with bridges to new technologies (e.g., 

blockchain, virtual leadership). This is necessary 

in the discussion of contents and consequently 

also in the naming. Actually, BPM is ready, 

because the concepts have been around for a long 

time. Now we are in the lucky position to have 

the data and IT systems we often asked for to 

tackle great ideas like integration, media breaks 

and data-based optimization. Or do we just have 

concepts and as soon as we should become 

operational, we let others take precedence? BPM 

knowledge must not be lost, but live as a cross-

sectional function in other fields. 

Thesis 3: BPM is becoming more management-

oriented and less technical. 

Along with thesis 2, BPM topics are often 

discussed even more by managers (e.g. Chief 

Digital Officers) today. IT and technology in 

general has arrived in almost all processes (first 

stage of digitization, see above). Thus, in the 

executive floors, the (perceived) competence to 

participate in IT-supported processes grows. 

Efficient processes are required to talk about 

business models and digital strategies. The 

figures from the analysis show that digital 

business topics become a top priority. Industry 

4.0 is, for example, actually a topic of data- and 

IT-supported process optimization, but is heavily 

discussed by managers under the business term of 

value networks. Engineers focus on technical 

terms such as smart devices.  

This would have to be a great opportunity for 

BPM, because formal (or “nerdy”) BPM ideas are 

actually hip and modern in the top management. 

However, benefits of this liberal and visionary 

trend are other communities that are frolicking 

around under the large umbrella of digitization or 

are building up data and business models. A pity 

for BPM, but true! 

Thesis 4: Subject orientation is a paradigm of 

many trends, but is called different. 

Subject orientation is understood by people 

outside of the community as a human-centered 

(business experts) or agent-based (engineering 

experts) idea of BPM. As we know in the 

community, S-BPM is very powerful and can 

cover many fields. Individualization is a big 

driver in digitization – if we just think of ways to 

use personalized information efficiently and 

effectively (e.g., Google, Facebook, Netflix). The 

concept of the subject might not, like BPM as a 

whole, fit the hip and trendy themes of the time. 

Design thinking, user-generated content, social 

media, intelligent agents, autonomous cars, smart 

devices, machine learning, artificial intelligence, 

language assistants do not talk about subjects. 
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Nevertheless, all of the topics described above 

can certainly be modeled/supported using S-

BPM. It is probably similar to thesis 2 and 3. 

In the first digital wave, especially B2C 

transaction processes (in the broader sense 

marketing processes) were discussed. Here are 

U.S. company pioneer. In a next wave, B2B and 

internal manufacturing processes are to be 

digitally transformed. This is an opportunity for 

S-BPM, as engineers and IT experts will 

appreciate the formal and accurate scientific 

contributions of S-BPM. However, this can only 

happen if S-BPM profiles itself with real topics in 

manufacturing processes and inter-organizational 

optimization. 

4  Summary 

Like other traditional disciplines from 

information systems, BPM is changing. This is 

due to digitization, which holistically covers 

many areas. 

This reflection paper has no final result or 

solution on how the BPM community should 

react to these developments. Convert? Support? 

Rename? Keep it up? The thoughts of the paper 

should serve the discussion at the conference. 

The author concludes that a significant 

contribution from S-BPM must be in the 

production of relevant results. Scientifically 

founded findings with a practical relevance are 

essential even if the three theses are taken into 

account. Where other information systems 

conferences today increasingly show meta-

studies, gather only existing literature (systematic 

literature review) and merely reproduce known 

opinions, S-BPM should develop pragmatic 

approaches. Descriptive examinations may be 

simpler to “investigate” digitization. However, 

design science and case study research may be 

the commandment of the hour in order to 

strengthen a BPM community. 
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ABSTRACT 

Developments concerning artificial intelligence 

and machine learning have gained a lot of traction 

recently. Originally thought of as originating from 

a centralized device like a mainframe computer, a 

major modification has been introduced in 2017 

with the “federated learning” concept performed 

by decentralized agents. As this constitutes a 

relatively new development, this research-in-

progress contribution addresses the topic of 

centralized vs. decentralized artificial intelligence 

in a broader context and in more detail. After a 

brief introduction of the new concept with a 

mentioning of accompanying developments, a 

selection of most relevant technological aspects as 

well as commercial design parameters to decide on 

(in particular the smart factory setting) is outlined. 

KEYWORDS 

Artificial Intelligence, Decentralized Autonomous Organization, 

Disappearing Internet of Things, Embedded AI Solutions, 

Federated Learning, Machine Learning, Smart Factory, 

Softwarization. 

1 Introduction and Background 

As artificial intelligence (AI) applications 

typically involve machine learning (ML) routines 

relying on the processing of big data, the time 

needed for computational tasks is seen as a major 

constraint [1]. This applies even more if the 

learning procedures are performed on a central 

device like a mainframe computer [2], [3]. One of 

the main ideas behind the “federated learning” 

concept that has been introduced in 2017 (the 

corresponding algorithm already in 2016) is to 

parallelize computing for machine learning in 

order to decrease the latency [4].  

This development can be put into the context of 

decentralized autonomous organizations [5] since 

it is comparable to the fundamental idea of cross-

functional working in a BPM (Business Process 

Management) context. The often mentioned prime 

example is the parallelized machine learning for 

image recognition on smart phone agents [4]. This 

short paper discusses major topics of centralized 

vs. decentralized AI in more detail and displays 

further application areas.  

There are several accompanying developments 

that encourage decentralization: for example 

“softwarization” and “disappearing internet of 

things” [2]. The idea is roughly that devices are 

more becoming like terminals as end-nodes of a 

network, thus spanning a seamless continuum 

from the devices to the cloud [2]. Here in 

particular a lot of computation already takes place 

at the devices, so that computation is moving 

“toward the edge”, hence enforcing Edge and Fog 

Computing (here Fog Computing covers the gap 

between Cloud and Edge Computing) [2]. As 

simple computations can typically evolve into 

machine learning routines, there seems to be a 

similar development for decentralized AI 

solutions in a broader context (AI at the edge 

instead of simple computations at the edge) and 

not only in the aforementioned image recognition 

example. So the decentralized devices can not only 
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be seen as contributors to a consolidated learning 

procedure, but in fact learning for their own 

purpose as well as exchanging information and/or 

synchronizing when it seems useful. In short, AI is 

no longer purely centralized and also no longer 

purely a result of one single participant in learning. 

So, there are two distinct conceptual setups: either 

several agents contribute to a consolidated 

learning in a hierarchical structure without 

substantially learning for themselves (for example 

when they only perform a limited number of 

iterations [6]) or several agents synchronize on the 

same hierarchy level meaning that they produce an 

aggregated model that is shared between all of 

them.  

2 Relevant technological aspects 

There are several relevant (technological) aspects 

with accompanying challenges that have to be 

understood and mastered in order to decide on the 

parameters of central/decentral AI approaches in a 

meaningful manner: 

1. Speed: As already mentioned, multiple agents 

can be regarded as a kind of parallelized 

computing mechanism in order to use 

available time windows more efficiently. This 

objective is in particular achieved via 

delegating subtasks in a hierarchical setup to 

various agents hence improving “virtually” the 

computing power. Furthermore, as the 

computational procedures are performed at the 

local clients at the edge (in the sense of Edge 

Computing), several data transmissions and 

information exchanges with the cloud become 

obsolete [6]. In summary, speed is not only 

increased by higher computational power due 

to the number of participating devices, but also 

by reduction of now unnecessary back-forth 

transmissions of the training data which is 

stored locally [6]. Additionally, a reduction of 

(where applicable) communication costs can 

occur [6]. So under business process 

considerations, federated learning can 

constitute one method to avoid bottlenecks and 

speed up critical process steps. 

2. Quality: Apart from “just” parallelizing tasks 

for ML procedures, where the volume of the 

data that has to be processed is very large, the 

learning of several agents can be used to 

improve the overall quality of the respective 

ML routine [6]. Typically, this is done via 

ensemble methods of machine learning (for 

instance via “bagging” or “boosting” to name 

a few examples) [7]. One might question 

whether quality is strictly improved by 

consolidating the inputs of various learning 

agents (as they might provide misleading 

adjustments). The quality improvement cannot 

be strictly guaranteed and is dependent on the 

method used for aggregation, but typically, 

more input from agents should generate the 

potential for superior quality in learnings [7]. 

Bagging and boosting may be the most widely 

known procedures for this, but of course there 

exist many different variants with their own 

nuances / strengths and this topic is very much 

an area of active research [7]. Detailed analysis 

is needed what specific algorithmic procedure 

in what setup best leverages the already gained 

insights of the single distributed learners (to 

illustrate the nuances of such a procedure, it 

shall be mentioned that the newly developed 

federated learning concept also considers 

which subparts of the training set are sent to 

the distributed clients) [4]. 

3. Compatibility: The agents that participate in 

hierarchical decentralized learning or same 

level synchronization must adhere to the same 

machine learning method / model as a 

necessary condition in order to facilitate 

consolidation and exchange of information 

(for example weight functions). Of course, as 

there exists a huge variety of machine learning 

procedures which are all performed 

differently, these methods need to be aligned. 

The same applies to questions of 

implementation, since, for example, in a smart 

factory various proprietary devices with 
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underlying architectures and software 

solutions have to work together [8]. 

4. Security/Privacy: The security challenges 

arise when a lot of not fully trustworthy agents 

contribute to the decentralized learning (either 

hierarchical or same level) [6]. One can refer 

here to discussions about security in service-

oriented process environments - there are 

similar challenges (for example, asking for a 

trustful registry). It could be that information 

supplied for consolidation is "manipulated" 

intentionally to distort the quality of learning 

[6]. Here lies the corresponding challenge of 

suppressing such occurrences. Apart from that 

challenge, decentralized learning is commonly 

regarded as a way to increase privacy since 

confidential data can be kept locally and only 

processed (anonymized) information, like 

weightings of ML routines, is then shared [6]. 

Considering these technological aspects, it can be 

discerned that there are several potential 

advantages which can be gained from the 

application of decentralized learning scenarios. 

However, also respective challenges need to be 

addressed in order to fully realize these potential 

advantages. 

 
 

3 Commercial application areas and 

use cases 

After understanding technological aspects, 

business questions and typical use cases that build 

on the decentralized learning idea shall be 

addressed. Generally, decentralized artificial 

intelligence can be applied to any field where 

currently artificial intelligence solutions are 

deployed since there are typically multiple devices 

in use which are up to now not connected regularly 

in a hierarchical or same level relationship. In the 

following, two selected areas are outlined since 

they play a major role in the ongoing discussion 

[9] in science and business practice: the 

“embedded AI solutions” and applications in the 

smart factory setting. 

3.1 Embedded AI Solutions 

There is one related thinking approach by C. E. 

Bouee [10] that deserves special attention as he 

was the first to address the decentralization issue 

of AI in full force (in particular with respect to its 

commercial dimension). He envisions an enforced 

development and usage of “portable AI” solutions 

which are decentralized AI solutions that can be 

integrated (embedded) into all kinds of devices, 

typically resembling a highly individualized smart 

assistant [10]. Furthermore, he calls into doubt that 

the large digital platforms that dominate the tech 

sector today will dominate the market for portable 

AI solutions in the future and even believes that 

portable AI could end their monopoly [10]. 

 

He provides several examples for such emerging 

companies that are active in the segment of 

embedded AI solutions, thereby illustrating the 

parameter decision of (de)centralization [10]: 

1. Snips (from France) attempts to put “AI in 

every device”, hence creating “a unified voice 

strategy with a complete range of interface 

offerings - from simple voice commands to 

comprehensive natural language voice 

recognition” [11]. So they are exactly 

addressing the softwarization topic already 

described.  

 

2. Arago (from Germany) focuses on the B2B 

sector and its solutions are meant “to automate 

enterprise IT and business operations” via 

machines “with human problem-solving 

skills” that underwent supervised training 

[12]. Hence, they essentially support the 

automation of business processes and show the 

potential of decentralized AI solutions therein.  
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3. SenseTime (from China) is active in many 

deep learning and supercomputing areas, in 

particular with its independently developed 

large-scale training system it also employs 

decentralized machine learning [13]. 

Therefore, they act as a kind of orchestrator for 

decentralized learning. 

From this exemplary listing one can already get an 

idea in what fields entrant companies try to capture 

market share from the incumbent large tech 

companies. Foremost, they are supposed to have a 

competitive advantage over the incumbent 

companies since they are not burdened with 

having negative publicity concerning data privacy 

and security issues. Furthermore, it is conceivable 

that they gain advantages from more appealing 

product offerings with higher individualization 

and “tailor-made” fit [10]. One further argument 

of Bouee for the competitive edge of these 

emerging firms is that data becomes obsolete 

faster and that therefore the advantages which 

incumbent companies possess from their already 

amassed data consequently diminishes very 

quickly [10]. However, on the contrary it can be 

argued that the large incumbent companies with 

their already existing wide outreach and 

computational power do still retain an advantage 

in this respect since bigger amounts of data are 

created faster and hence require much more 

computational power for assessing and evaluating 

these large volumes. This is certainly the case with 

respect to potent cloud offerings which heavily 

rely on the magnitude of computational strength. 

 

The aspect of highly individualized smart 

assistants is also very interesting, as this is 

somehow the opposite of a smart assistant 

provided by a large technology company that 

could be sometimes prone “to lose its voice” (as 

featured in a famous commercial) [14].  

Highly individualized smart assistants are then AI 

solutions in their most decentralized form as these 

solutions do not just complement technical 

devices, but also every single end user [10]. Bouee 

elaborates that basically new business models will 

arise from this as these individualized smart 

assistants can act as much more strict gatekeepers 

for personal decisions than common smart 

assistants currently do [10]. An interesting 

immediately arising question is, whether 

companies can and will deliberately set up barriers 

such that personalized smart assistants cannot be 

used to full extent (much like the already existing 

bot-barriers for travel websites). 

 

The topic of decentralization is of particular 

relevance in a likely “second wave” of 

digitization. While in the first (B2C marketing-

oriented) wave large (U.S.) companies use 

centrally stored personalized data, manufacturing 

processes and B2B transactions will then be 

digitized in a second wave. Here, the tendencies to 

centralize AI will likely not take place due to 

already established physical equipment (with 

various therein embedded software standards) 

which is difficult to merge. Furthermore, the 

possible fear of process participants of losing 

control over their data encourages 

decentralization. 

3.2 Smart Factory 

The other large application field that should be 

discussed in more detail is the smart factory setting 

which was originally envisioned by the German 

Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) [15]. 

“Smart factory” refers to manufacturing processes 

(including resources) in which relevant involved 

machines and devices are all equipped with 

sensors and perform typical smart tasks, like 

Condition Monitoring, Diagnosis for Maintenance 

and Optimization of Processes, that can be 

improved via machine learning [16]. It is certainly 
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conceivable that an enterprise has multiple smart 

factories in use that either share the full 

infrastructure or at least key components. This is 

then the “factory network” scenario that strives to 

optimize network performance [17]. This typically 

addresses the four basic layers of the “Life Cycle 

Value Stream” of the RAMI 4.0 framework: 

Asset, Integration, Communication and 

Information [18]. 

As data basically is the “lifeblood” of smart 

factories, an evident approach for maximizing 

network performance would be to harness the 

available data of the whole network in a more 

efficient way by centralizing the decentralized 

learnings of specific similar tasks. 

 

Here one has to carefully distinguish according to 

the degree of similarity. To give two extreme 

examples: Concerning autonomous driving it 

makes a lot of sense to align and share learnings, 

since increasing the security of autonomous 

driving has highest priority and conditions of 

streets are highly standardized.  However, if 

natural language processing is concerned, it seems 

recommendable not to mix and interchange 

training data or learning weights of different 

dialects within a language (although they do 

represent the same language) as this rather tends 

to create confusion instead of resolving it. 

In the same manner one has to proceed in the smart 

factory setting, since there might be tasks and 

routines that are more similar to each other than to 

the rest (depending on the type of smart factory). 

Certainly, such training and synchronization 

procedures can be applied to the same type of task 

within the same type of factory. But generalization 

to similar tasks is, as always, accompanied by 

certain challenges in deciding whether the 

similarity is sufficient enough. Here it is 

conceivable that differences for Condition 

Monitoring and Diagnosis for Maintenance 

concern certain types of machines, whereas 

Optimization of Processes might depend on the 

level in a multi-level production process. 

However, if a sufficient similarity can be 

guaranteed, such (de)centralized learning concepts 

make a lot of sense. One could argue that different 

tasks are never similar enough, however, 

considering that a factory is a highly standardized 

setting, it is conceivable that there might be a 

smart transformation/translation of corresponding 

use cases.  

 

But not only the question “whether” it does make 

sense, also the question “how often or regular” 

such a synchronization shall take place has to be 

answered. In a mimimum scenario, the 

synchronization can take place in typical inactive 

periods like production pauses or overnight as not 

to interfere with the regular business operations 

(thereby reducing process speed). This is in 

particular apt for devices and components used in 

process steps that require fast decisions and 

actions. However, if devices and components are 

operating on a much slower time scale (for 

example registering inbound commodity flows or 

outbound logistics of finished products) the 

synchronization could take place continuously. 

Similar questions are relevant when integrating 

partners in SCM (Supply Chain Management) or 

PLM (Product Lifecycle Management) processes. 

However, in modern value networks which rely on 

data exchange for smart/reliable decisions, well-

known process standards (e.g., EDI, flat XML) 

may not be sufficient. 

 

According to experts of “Internet of Business” the 

10 smart factory trends to watch in 2019 are the 

following [19]:  
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1. “Collaborative robots will augment 

workforces” 

2. “Cloud robotics & APIs will give 

manufacturers greater control” 

3. “Robotics-as-a-service will make robotics 

viable for smaller manufacturers” 

4. “5G & Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC) 

will help keep factory workers informed” 

5. “Edge computing will see new use cases” 

6. “Cybersecurity will be given greater priority” 

7. “AI & advanced analytics will become near-

ubiquitous” 

8. “Digital twins will be employed more widely 

across manufacturing and the supply chain” 

9. “Additive manufacturing will be used to create 

final products” 

10. “Wearables will become commonplace on the 

factory floor” 

In this list there are two trends that have a 

particular high relevance for our discussed topic, 

namely “Edge computing will see new use cases” 

and “AI & advanced analytics will become near-

ubiquitous”. By design, the components and 

devices of a smart factory are meant to make 

autonomous decisions. So in time-critical 

processes it is wanted that more computation is 

moving towards the edge in order to increase the 

speed and decrease the latency. Also crucial is the 

rising importance and spread of AI & advanced 

analytics, since this first ensures that local AI 

solutions are present and, furthermore, that there 

exists potential which can be realized via their 

alignment. It is certainly highly dependent on the 

particular use case whether the cooperation of the 

distributed AI solutions takes place on the same 

level or in a “master-slave” setup. 

 

But it has to be noted that the aforementioned 

centralization procedures for AI solutions are not 

yet to be anticipated in full force for the current 

year, hence pointing out potentials for realizations 

that still have to find their place on the respective 

agendas. The strength of such shared learnings 

should in particular become apparent in cases 

where there is a lack of suitable training material, 

for example when whole processes in smart 

factory are redesigned according to machine 

learning insights. Although this would be a 

desirable feature of the smart factory, this redesign 

of processes is certainly regarded as a much more 

complex task than just checking the need for 

maintenance of a machine since much more 

factors (like implications for following processes 

and business partners) have to be considered and 

evaluated. 

4 Conclusion 

In this short paper relevant design aspects and 

implications of connecting formerly unconnected 

AI solutions with each other were discussed as 

well as the topic of creating much more agents that 

are amenable to such setups. The connection of AI 

solutions can either be understood as delegating 

tasks in a hierarchical setup or as a kind of 

synchronization between agents on an equal 

footing. The potential of such setups that 

exemplify a much greater extent of 

interconnection has yet to be realized, but it is 

expected to be adopted and enforced much more 

in upcoming developments, for example on the 

way to the fully integrated smart factory. 
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ABSTRACT 

Gamification of learning, the application of game 

design elements to learning activities, has 

increased over the last years, due to its potential to 

enhance learning. Following this assumption, we 

developed a board game in the style of a “wheel of 

fortune”, which is known to most people from 

television or trade fairs. The content of the wheel 

refers to the modeling language Business Process 

Model and Notation (BPMN). The basic idea of 

the BPMN wheel game is that players learn basics 

about BPMN and these can apply practically. The 

board game is suitable for a lecture in universities 

or enterprise trainings. The prototype was tested 

and evaluated in the course ‘Business Process 

Management (BPM)’ of the bachelor’s program 

‘Digital Business’ at Technische Hochschule 

Ingolstadt.  

This contribution should be considered as work in 

progress.  
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1  Introduction 

Playing games fascinate people. If people are 

observed during a game session, an ongoing 

motivation is remarkable. Huizinga defined 

gaming as an activity, which is carried out 

completely free without constraint, and where the 

human feels pleasure [1]. Hence, gamification, 

defined as “the use of game design elements in 

non-game contexts” [2] has become a popular 

method used to foster human motivation and 

performance in regard to a given activity. Given 

this potential, the idea of using the motivational 

power of games for the learning context is 

reasonable. The ultimate goal of teaching is to 

foster learning. Gamification is a relatively new 

approach that has shown a potential benefit to 

learning [3]. Gamified approaches overcome 

demotivating factors that could make learning 

more difficult or even impossible. Based on the 

concept of gamification, we developed a board 

game as a kind of wheels of fortune to increase 

learners (learning) motivation to acquire (new) 

knowledge in the field of business process 

modeling. We also aim to improve the model 

quality of business processes. Using the board 

game we intend to answer the following research 

questions in this article: 
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RQ1: Can the use of gamified solutions support 

knowledge acquisition and knowledge transfer in 

the field of BPMN? 

 

RQ2: Can gamification improve the model quality 

of business processes? 

 

The developed board game is not intended to 

replace a whole course, but to be embedded into 

an interactive teaching part. 

 

2 Concept and Implementation 

2.1 Game design elements 

2.1.1 BPMN wheel game content 

The BPMN wheel game was developed with the 

learning matter ‘BPMN’ [4, 5 and 6]. Players can 

get an overview of the modeling language BPMN 

and practice their knowledge by modeling a 

business process. 

 

2.1.2 BPMN wheel game design  

The core of the board game is the BPMN wheel 

and another wheel for the collection of notation 

elements needed for process modeling. The 

BPMN wheel contains 14 fields consisting of four 

field types called learning cards, control question 

cards, teamwork and notation elements wheel (see 

figure 1). The notation elements wheel (second 

wheel) includes also 14 fields for collecting the 

usual notation elements, e.g., activities and events 

(see figure 2). The number of fields per field type 

was adjusted after a real test to influence positively 

the game flow. Thus, there is an uneven 

distribution of the total number of fields to the 

field types. 

 

 

Figure 1: BPMN wheel 

 

Figure 2: Notation elements wheel 

2.1.3 Elements for knowledge acquisition and 

process modeling 

 Learning cards and control question cards 

We created 40 learning cards of the same color for 

the theoretical learning content needed for process 

modeling. We defined headings for the 

information printed on the learning card. This 

should support players by structuring the learning 

matter. 

 Control question cards 

20 same-colored control question cards should 

query the theoretical learning content and support 

the learning process. Questions of various types, 

i.e., open and closed questions, are placed on the 
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front of the control question cards. Students can 

see the answer of each question on the backside of 

the control question card. Players get coins as a 

reward for correct answers. The color of the coin, 

which can be collected by answering a question 

correctly, is printed on the front of the control 

question card. Collected coins can be redeemed for 

(missing) notation elements afterwards.  

 

 Notation elements 

We prepared moderation cards for the different 

notation element types to enable business process 

modeling. For that reason, a game set includes 

cards for activities, events, gateways, data objects 

and lanes. These can be collected throughout the 

time of playing. Collected cards can attached on 

presentation paper during the time of teamwork. 

 

2.1.4  Game mechanics 

In order to motivate players and catch the 

attention of the different player types Bartle 

identified [7, 8 and 9], we implemented a set of 14 

game mechanics, i.e., badges and clear goals. The 

following table lists some selected game 

mechanics and their implementation in the BPMN 

wheel game. 

Table 1: Game mechanics and their implementation 

Game 

mechanic… 

… and how it is 

implemented in the game 

Badges  The winning team is 

crowned as an expert team 

in the modeling with 

BPMN. 

 

Clear goals 

 

Customization 

Correct modeling of the 

business process. 

Players can select and 

arrange notation elements 

as desired. 

 

Epic Meaning 

 

 

Quests 

 

 

 

Transparency of 

results 

 

 

… 

… 

Each player contributes to 

the team success. 

 

Control questions of 

different question types as 

well as modeling of the 

business process. 

 

Players know the color of 

the coin they can collect. 

 

… 

… 

 

2.2 Prototype and Playing 

We implemented the prototype according to the 

concept discussed above. Figure 3 illustrates the 

elements of a BPMN wheel game box. 

 
Figure 3: Content of a BPMN wheel game box 

 

In the game are two phases: the learning phase and 

the modeling phase. In the learning phase, 

theoretical basics are learned and questions are 

answered related to BPMN. In the modeling 

phase, the theoretical contents learned are 

implemented by attaching the collected notation 

elements to the moderation paper. 
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The gameplay looks like this: Students organize 

themselves in teams of 3-4 people. The teams get 

a modeling task in form of a verbal description. 

The board game is played clockwise. The players 

follow the instructions related to the ‘rotated’ 

fields (see table 2 and table 3). The winner team is 

the team who has modeled the business process 

with fewest errors within the given time slot. 

 

The following table lists the fields and the actions 

to be taken on the field. 

Table 2: Description of the fields on the BPMN wheel 

Field Instruction 

 

Learning card 

 

Draw a learning card and 

read the information 

aloud. 

 

Control question 

card 

 

Draw a question card and 

read the question aloud. 

Try to answer the 

question. Your team 

members can support 

you, if you are not able to 

answer. Check the 

answer printed on the 

backside. The color of the 

coin, which can be 

collected by answering 

correctly, is printed on 

the front of the control 

question card.  

Notation elements 

wheel 

Turn the notation 

elements wheel and 

follow the instruction 

(see table 3). 

  

Teamwork You should model the 

process with the collected 

notation elements in 3 

minutes. Collected coins 

can be redeemed for 

missing notation 

elements now. 

 

Table 3: Description of the fields on the notation elements 

wheel 

Field Instruction 

 

Activity 

 

Draw an activity card 

and label it according the 

textual process 

description. 

 

Event 

 

Pick a suitable event. 

You have the choice 

between a start event, an 

intermediate event and an 

end event. Again, within 

these you have to choose 

the types, i.e., message 

event or timer. 

 

Gateways Choose from different 

gateways, i.e., event 

based gateway or 

exclusive gateway. 

  

Artifacts 

 

 

Lane 

Collect artifacts, i.e. data 

objects. 

 

Draw a lane card and 

label it. 

 

3 Research Methodology and Results 

We tested and evaluated the BPMN wheel game 

in the course ‘BPM’ of the bachelor’s program 

‘Digital Business’ at the Technische Hochschule 

Ingolstadt with 52 students. The course takes place 
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in the 3rd semester. The 52 attending students were 

divided in an experimental and a control group 

randomly. In the experimental group were 28 

students, while 24 students participated in the 

control group. Smaller teams of 3-4 students were 

formed in each group. The teams of the 

experimental group played the BPMN wheel 

game, while teams of the control group got some 

selected literary extracts. The teams got for 

modeling the given business process a timeframe 

of 70 minutes. The control group had to return the 

literature at the beginning of the modeling part 

after about half the time. 

 

In order to measure the learning success of both 

groups, we conducted identical pre and post 

knowledge tests. The test consists of a theoretical 

part and a modeling part. In the modeling part, the 

students had to model two small processes. 

Students could achieve 3 points for each question 

in the theoretical part. A student could achieve a 

maximum of 30 points (3 points x 10 questions) in 

the theoretical part. A student could score a 

maximum of 10 points in the modeling part. For 

the entire test, a student could thus get a maximum 

of 40 points (30 points + 10 points). The 

experimental group could score a maximum of 

840 points (28 students x 30 points) for the 

theoretical part and 280 points (28 students x 10 

points) for the modeling part. Accordingly, the 

experimental group could score a maximum of 

1,120 points (840 points + 280 points) for the 

entire test. The control group could score a 

maximum of 720 points (24 students x 30 points) 

for the theoretical part and 240 points (24 students 

x 10 points) for the modeling part. Hence, the 

control group could achieve a maximum of 960 

points (720 points + 240 points) for the entire test. 

Figure 4 and 5 demonstrates aggregated scores for 

both groups and the change of absolute numbers 

and relative shares. 

 

 
Figure 4: Results of knowledge tests (pre and 

post) of experimental group 

 

 
Figure 5: Results of knowledge tests (pre and 

post) of control group 

 

From the results of the knowledge tests, the 

following findings can be achieved: Both groups 

have improved about equally well in the 

theoretical part of the knowledge test. It is 

noticeable, that the control group was significantly 

better than the experimental group in the modeling 

part of the knowledge test (pre). The control group 

was also better than the experimental group in the 

modeling part of the post knowledge test. This 

may be because the experimental group did not 

draw enough learning and control question cards 

for the practical modeling part. Instead, the control 

group had all the theoretical as well as the 

modeling information in more compact and 

structured form because of the literary extracts. In 

the modeling part of the knowledge tests, two 

smaller processes were depicted, dealing with 

specific gateways. Most likely, the teams in the 

experimental group did not draw the cards with 

this specific gateways used in the modeling part of 

the knowledge tests. Since both groups knew that 

process modeling was following, it may be that the 

control group has focused more on modeling. In 

addition, th groups knew that the identical 
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knowledge test would be carried out after the 

learning activity. Probably the teams of the control 

group have dealt with similar modeling examples 

or gateways more intensively. It is also possible 

that the control group has delegated tasks to the 

team members, so that each team member has 

dealt with a specific topic. The team members 

could have exchanged intensively. This would 

make it possible to gain deeper insights. 

 

4 Conclusion and Directions for 

Further Research 

We developed and evaluated a board game in 

form of wheels of fortune for the modeling 

language BPMN. The first experiences we gained 

were positive. The experimental group was able to 

acquire theoretical knowledge about BPMN and to 

reduce the errors in process modeling. Thus, the 

game has supported the knowledge acquisition and 

knowledge transfer in the field of the modeling 

language BPMN (RQ1). The practical 

implementation of the theoretical knowledge had 

a positive influence on the model quality (RQ2). 

Nevertheless, it is noticeable that the control group 

was able to acquire knowledge as well as improve 

model quality. This may be due to the reasons 

given in Chapter 3.  

 

In order to measure the learning success more 

accurately, the same knowledge test was carried 

out after about 3 weeks again. This is to test the 

retention effect. It will certainly be interesting to 

compare these test results as well. 

 

In order to consolidate our findings, we will 

conduct further evaluations with other student 

groups. 
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